Application management
made easy

YOUJUDGEIT™
Information Packet 2017

YouJudgeIt ™ is brought to you by WESTAF (Western States Arts Federation), a regional nonprofit arts service organization that
connects art, technology, and leadership to engage cultural communities in positive transformation.
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YouJudgeIt allows organizations to pay only for what they need. There are no long-term contracts. YouJudgeIt
pricing is token-based. Each token is equivalent to $1. Organizations only need to purchase tokens and use
them to unlock features.

Bundle Pricing

You will have the option to choose from our three packages and use the tokens that are added to your account
to meet your needs. Select one of the outlined packages below or create your own by picking which features
you want and purchasing the corresponding number of tokens.
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Pricing Breakdown
FEATURES

TOKENS

COST

DETAILS

Create a Call

150

$150

**Get discount off call creation price, if bundled

Accept 1 Application

1

$1

Accept Images

FREE

FREE

Accept Documents

60

$60

Accept Audio

225

$225

Accept Video

450

$450

Email Templates

45

$45

Extra Storage

15

$15

Per 1 GB / Per Year; 500 MB included

Download Application Data

10

$10

Download applicant's data in spreadsheet

Download Worksamples

60

$60

Download applicant’s worksamples

Email Individual Applicants

1

$1

Per batch email to applicants, directly from the site

Unlimited Application Questions

-

$50

One-time fee. Unlimited application questions for all
calls
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Getting started with YouJudgeIt is easy: simply visit YouJudgeIt.org and register your organization with the
site. Once you are registered, follow the prompts to create and host your customized competition!

The success of your call relies heavily on your ability to effectively reach your audience. Be sure to use all of
your available resources, including both traditional and newer marketing approaches, like social media (which
in most cases is free!).

Know your target audience. Are they ready to transition to an online application process? Have you

notified past applicants about your move to YouJudgeIt? You may want to provide information on adapting to
an online process.

Use multiple channels. Use a variety of methods, including email, industry listservs, social media, your
website or blog, direct mail, print media, and radio.

Spread the word—and early! Begin marketing at least four weeks before your deadline. Even earlier is
better, but give yourself at least a month.

Keep information short and sweet. But be sure to include essential details like submission
requirements, deadline, eligibility information, and your event's contact information.
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The YouJudgeIt system is under the umbrella of the arts nonprofit WESTAF (Western States Arts Federation),
an experienced technology developer, with seven projects that benefit the arts and creative industries.
WESTAF’s mission is to strengthen the financial, organizational, and policy infrastructure of the arts in the
West. This is accomplished by assisting state arts agencies, arts organizations, and artists in their quest to
serve diverse audiences, enrich the lives of local communities, and provide access to the arts and arts
education for all. Through innovation, advocacy, and grantmaking, we encourage the creative development
and preservation of the arts regionally and through a national network of customers and alliances.
As a result of our nonprofit status, WESTAF is able to use proceeds from the earned income technology
programs, including YouJudgeIt, to benefit the arts in various ways. By making your first purchase with the
YouJudgeIt system, you are contributing to:

Arts Advocacy: Since 2006, each state in the WESTAF region has been eligible to receive funds to support
advocacy on behalf of the state’s arts agency. This advocacy support to state and local arts agencies in the
West includes helping to fund professional-level advocacy work and developing effective advocacy
messaging.

Convenings: WESTAF regularly convenes experts and leaders from fields both inside and outside the arts
to address critical issues affecting arts and culture. These annual forums provide an opportunity to reflect on
cultural policy issues particular to the West, to introduce practitioners in the region to one another, and to
expand the acquaintance of national and international discussions of cultural policy with thinkers in the West.
Multicultural Initiatives: Through its multicultural initiatives, WESTAF promotes multicultural leadership in
the arts by establishing a pipeline of diverse arts leaders prepared to advance the field; facilitating mutually
beneficial relationships between emerging and established professionals from traditionally underrepresented
communities; developing culturally responsive technology systems that benefit the arts and creative
industries; and proactively engaging state arts agencies and arts and cultural policy leaders in efforts that
promote diversity, inclusion and equity at the local, state, and regional level.
To learn more about WESTAF’s work, please visit w
 ww.WESTAF.org.
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WESTAF takes pride in and works diligently to ensure industry-leading system availability and security. The
YouJudgeIt system has the highest level of redundancy necessary to eliminate a single point of failure.
YouJudgeIt is hosted on a highly secure, multi-tier architecture, which is deployed on a hybrid, clustered
hardware and cloud environment.
The system contains intrusion detection services, utilizing both proactive and reactive network security to
ensure the latest in regulatory compliance, including PCI. Dual hardware firewalls and intrusion detection
systems provide the latest security services for the network. The servers are hosted with Amazon’s EC2
technologies, and all data is stored using Amazon’s RDS database services. The system is continually
monitored for optimal availability, reliability, and integrity. YouJudgeIt uses the SSL encryption to secure all
account access to all services.

Physical Security
Includes locking down and
logging all physical access to
servers at our data center.

System Security

Involves locking down
customer systems from the
inside, starting with hardened
operating systems and
up-to-date patching.

●
●
●
●
●

Biometric scanning for controlled data center access
Security camera monitoring at all data center locations
24/7 onsite staff provides additional protection against unauthorized entry
Unmarked facilities to help maintain low profile
Physical security audited by an independent firm

●
●
●

System installation using hardened OS with regular security patches
System patching configured to provide ongoing protection from exploits
Dedicated firewall and VPN services to block unauthorized system
access
Data protection with managed, incremental backup throughout the day for
all data; no less than 10, incremental copies of all data at any point in
time in multiple physical locations.
Dedicated intrusion detection devices to provide an additional layer of
protection against unauthorized system access
Distributed denial of service (DDoS) mitigation services

●

●
●
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●
●
●

Operational
Security
Involves creating business
process that follow security
best practices to limit access to
confidential information and
maintain tight security over
time.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

ISO17799-based policies and procedures, regularly reviewed as part of
our SAS70 Type II audit process
All employees trained on documented information security and privacy
procedures
Access to confidential information restricted to those authorized only,
according to documented processes
Systems access logged and tracked for auditing purposes
Secure document-destruction policies for all sensitive information
Fully documented change-management procedures
Independently audited disaster recovery and business continuity plans in
place for server headquarters and support services
Best practices used in the random generation of initial passwords
All passwords encrypted during transmission and while in storage
Secure media handling and destruction procedures for all customer data
PCI compliance

Redundancy, reliability, and security are primary features WESTAF considers in designing and implementing
security for hosted systems. WESTAF maintains enterprise-level server capabilities and manages a PCI
compliance program that keeps the organization's major web systems constantly compliant. WESTAF prides
itself on its robust security and data recovery policies.
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